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- study of dilute systems in 0g
- observe phase transitions
- find condensation criteria
Two phenomena in competition
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13391-TN-ER-032-AFigure 1: SpaceGrains experimental setup
N = 1000 N = 4500
Figure 2: Snapshot of the main cell for N = 1000 and N =
4500 grains.
II. MODEL
In order to clarify the following, some definitions have
to be given. Firstly the number density η is defined as
η = N/(L+ 2A)￿2. The typical length δ of the system is
given by the longest straight trajectory that is possible
for a grain traveling trough the constraint free zone i.e.
δ =
￿
((L− 2A)2 + ￿2/2). Hence the eﬀective volume
visited by a grain of radius R is Veff = δσ, where σ =
π(2R)2. The number of particles that a grain encounters































Figure 3: Spatio-temporal diagram of the system’s mean En-
ergy. Periodic pattern corresponding to the energy levels are
observed and let the energy transfer appear like a chain reac-
tion in a discrete media.
At each binary collision a certain amount of energy
is dissipated. This loss can be translated in terms of
velocity according to the law v￿ = vε, where v and v￿
are respectively the grains velocities before and after the
collision. One ca see the energetic transfer a a chain re-
action through the system. A characteristic propagation











where v0 is the particles initial velocity. In a cooling
process the typical relaxation time also called the Haﬀ
Haff time [2] 2




If the relaxation of the system takes less time than
the propagation of the information, cooling becomes the
most relevant process in the system and clustering begins.

















−1. We can also de-
scribe (4) using the packing fraction φ = η 43πR
3. Finally,















































Figure 4: SpaceGrains experimental setup
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- cluster condition leads to equation
 
-      is the only fitting parameter
-     is the grain radius
- energy injection near pistons
- collision cascade (loss of energy)
- deviation of trajectories
- periodic patterns (stability)
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- characteristical relaxation time 
with
ƒ = 10 Hz
ε = 0.9 (restitution)
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Figure 2: Snapsho of the main cell for N = 1000 and N =
4500 grains.
II. MODEL
In order to clarify the following, some definitions have
to be given. Firstly the number density η is defined as
η = N/(L+ 2A)￿2. The typical length δ of the system is
given by the longest straight trajectory that is possible
for a grain traveling trough the constraint free zone i.e.
δ =
￿
((L− 2A)2 + ￿2/2). Hence the eﬀective volume
visited by grai of radius R is Veff = δσ, where σ =
π(2R)2. The number of particles that a grain encounters































Figure 3: Spatio-temporal diagram of the system’s mean En-
ergy. Periodic pattern corresponding to the energy levels are
observed and let the energy transfer appear like a chain reac-
tion in a discrete media.
At each binary collision a certain amount of energy
is dissipated. This loss can be translated in terms of
velocity according to the law v￿ = vε, where v and v￿
are respectively the grains velocities before and after the
collision. One can see the energetic transfer as a chain re-
action through the system. A characteristic propagation
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wher v0 is the particles initial velocity. In cooling










- 2 sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov adequation test
- testing against uniform distribution of the grains 
in the constraint-free zone                         
N = 1000
N = 4500
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If the relaxation of the system takes less time than
the propagation of the information, cooling becomes the
most relevant process in the system and clustering begins.
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- theoretic curve in good agreement with the 
statistical detection (KS test*) of the cluster 
R
A l 0.5 mm 0.6 mm 0.7 mm 1 mm
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